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There is a new controversy regarding a feature in the �rmware of Bitmain’s Antminer

series of Bitcoin miners which allegedly claims that Bitmain can remotely shut down

Antminers. This feature was designed and coded by the same team that is responsible

for the �rmware of Antminers. As the �rmware has always been open-source, the

feature was never intended to be malicious.

We need to clarify the intention of having this feature. We planned to add this feature

to the code to empower customers to control their miners which often times can be

hosted outside their premises. This was after more than one incident of miners being

stolen from a mining farm or being hijacked by the operator of the mining farm:

1. In 2014, around 1,000 Antminers were withheld from the owner by a hosting

service provider in Shenyang, China.

2. In 2015, around 2,000 units of Antminers were withheld from the owner by a

hosting service provider in Georgia.

https://blog.bitmain.com/en/antminer-firmware-update-april-2017/
https://blog.bitmain.com/en/antminer-firmware-update-april-2017/
https://blog.bitmain.com/en/author/admin/
https://github.com/bitmaintech/bmminer
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3. In 2017, Bitmain’s own miners were withheld and sold without its consent in

Canada.

This feature was intended to allow the owners of Antminer to remotely shut down

their miners that may have been stolen or hijacked by their hosting service provider,

and to also provide law enforcement agencies with more tracking information in such

cases. We never intended to use this feature on any Antminer without authorization

from its owner. This is similar to the remote erase or shutdown feature provided by

most famous smartphone manufacturers.

However, this feature was never completed. We started to develop this feature since

Antminer S7 and wanted to �nish its development on the Antminer S9. We hoped to

make it a useful feature that we could advertise to our customers. But, due to some

technical problems, we were unable to �nish the development of this feature and shut

down the testing server in December 2016.  It is a bug to leave the code there before

the feature is fully complete and acknowledged to the users. This bug has now been

pointed out in context of Bitcoin’s scaling roadmap debate and has caused

considerable misunderstandings within the Bitcoin community. We apologize for this.

Following are the models affected by this bug:

Antminer S9

Antminer R4

Antminer T9

Antminer L3

Antminer L3+

Since MITM and DNS hijacks can exploit this bug we would like to apologize to our

customers for a degraded level of security caused by this. We should also note that

the existing stratum protocol is vulnerable to MITM and DNS hijacks, and that the

mining industry needs to work together on design of the next generation mining

protocol.

https://discussions.apple.com/thread/6453667?start=0&tstart=0
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Moving on, we have released the new updated source-code on GitHub and new

�rmware on our website which removes this bug. We recommend all Antminer

owners to upgrade their �rmware to the updated �rmware from the list below and

strongly advise to not download any �rmware provided by a third-party which can

lead to unexpected outcomes in function and can also be potential phishing attacks.

Antminer S9 �rmware 

Antminer T9 �rmware 

Antminer R4 �rmware 

Antminer L3 �rmware 

Antminer L3+ �rmware

Source code on GitHub

Source-code for Antminer S9, T9 and R4: https://github.com/bitmaintech/bmminer-

mix 

Source-code for Antminer L3 and L3+: https://github.com/bitmaintech/setup-A8

which includes https://github.com/bitmaintech/ltc_frimware inside.

Alternatively, we advise owners of mining farms that run Antminers to set the DNS

record on their routers of auth.minerlink.com to 127.0.0.1 in the /etc/hosts �le by the

following method:

1. Use ssh to login to the miner 
2. Run command:   echo “127.0.0.1     auth.minerlink.com” >> /etc/hosts 
3. Run command:   sync

 

The controversy around this code has brought our attention to improve the design in

order to address vulnerabilities that were pointed out by the community recently. For

this, we thank the community for pointing out bugs and contributing to our open-

source codebase. We would also like to take this opportunity to express our solidi�ed

belief in the open source community and express our renewed commitment to

improving the quality and testing methods of our code.

We will continue the development of this feature to provide a technical protection for

mining rig owners to host their miners in remote locations. We will add a switch to

https://shop.bitmain.com/files/download/Antminer-S9-all-201704270135-autofreq-user-Update2UBI-NF.tar.gz
https://shop.bitmain.com/files/download/Antminer-T9-all-201704270140-autofreq-user-Update2UBI-NF.tar.gz
https://shop.bitmain.com/files/download/Antminer-R4-all-201704270142-autofreq-user-Update2UBI-NF.tar.gz
https://shop.bitmain.com/files/download/Antminer-L3-201704271449-384M.tar.gz
https://shop.bitmain.com/files/download/Antminer-L3+-201704271426-384M.tar.gz
https://github.com/bitmaintech/bmminer-mix
https://github.com/bitmaintech/setup-A8
https://github.com/bitmaintech/ltc_frimware
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this feature, and this switch will be closed by default. Customers will be able to set up

and con�gure their own authentication server. Before we �nish this development,

such a code will not be in the �rmware we release from now on.

--------------------- 
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Very profesional response to a hysterically overhyped problem. Bitmain has

shown itself to be a guardian of the Bitcoin project as it started in 2008. Keep up

the good work.
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Thank you for the kind words P. 

It wouldn’t be possible without the continued support of the community. 

We look forward to healthy contributions from the Bitcoin community to

continue improving the open-source code of the equipment that secures

the Bitcoin blockchain.

REPLY

Steady
APRIL 29, 2017 AT 2:01 AM

This is understandable to me, you need to protect your machines from long-

distance theft, that’s �ne. Thank you BITMAIN for just “breaking it down” calmly

and collectively.

REPLY

Mark Flom
APRIL 29, 2017 AT 7:09 AM

Excellent.

You are correct the community support Bitmain when Bitmain support the

community. So it would be helpful to be more close to Bitmain support. We

understand that sometimes you get thousands of inquiries that you are not able to

respond one by one. So please add a way to communicate better. In this case I see

a lot of users asking when the S9 13TH will be out again or to add more methods

of payments that will give us more options and wont make it hard to buy.

Thanks,

Mark F. 

International tech distributor.

REPLY

stef
APRIL 29, 2017 AT 11:37 AM
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Now we will need a statement of why Bitmain supports BU. It makes them look

like amateurs. There is also the segwit softfork which is required for bitcoin to

advance technologically, which bitmain/antpool still not signals readyjess for. We

will need a statement as well for why they ignore it. Have a nice day.

REPLY
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